WOMEN IN LEADERSHIP:
Framing History.

SCHEDULE-AT-A-GLANCE

9:00 — REGISTRATION — LOBBY

9:35 — WELCOME — QUIET STUDY AREA (FIRST FLOOR)
Karen Hillman, Dr. Amoaba Gooden and Denise Harrison, MA

10:00 — QUIET STUDY AREA (FIRST FLOOR)
Discovering Extraordinary People in Places in Time —
Dr. Judith Wellman

Brooklyn’s Promised Land: Weeksville, A City Upon a Hill

11:00 — BOOK SIGNING

11:30 - 12:20 CONCURRENT SESSIONS
SESSION A — ROOM 334
League of Women Voters: A Historical Overview —
Iris Meltzer

SESSION A — ROOM 334
Modern Day Slavery: Sex Trafficking in the United States —
Natalie M. Kopan

SESSION B — ROOM 332
Being There: The Importance of Place in Learning —
Dr. Pamela Takayoshi

SESSION B — ROOM 332
Nineteenth-century African American Women’s Voices and Experiences: Carolyn Gage’s Harriet Tubman Visits a Therapist, Sandra Fenichel Asher’s A Woman Called Truth, and Lydia Diamond’s Harriet Jacobs —
Dr. Yuko Kurahashi

SESSION C — ROOM 320
Academically Successful African American Women: A Historical Examination Of Motivation and Contextual Influences — Alicia Robinson

SESSION C — ROOM 320
African Americans in Architecture: A Brief History —
Jakiel Sanders

12:30 - 1:20 — LUNCH — QUIET STUDY AREA (FIRST FLOOR)

1:30 - 2:20 4TH FLOOR OPEN AREA
Carolyn Gage’s Harriet Tubman Visits the Therapist —
Director, Eileen Larsen.
Actors: Chantrell Lewis, Dara Sherman, Sydney Smith and Montria Walker

2:30 - 3:20 CONCURRENT SESSIONS
SNACKS ON 3RD FLOOR BETWEEN SESSIONS
SESSION A — ROOM 332
Endangered Stories: Documenting Our Aboriginal Elders —
Laura Fong

SESSION B — ROOM 334
From Mammie to Messy — Traci Easley Williams

SESSION C — ROOM 320
Historic Gal Pals: Queering the Suffragist — Sabra Corea and Chloe Bragg

SESSION C — ROOM 320
African Americans in Western Medicine: A Brief Look at Afro-Centric Medicine — Nelson Grossman

3:30 - 4:45 — QUIET STUDY AREA (FIRST FLOOR)
Women’s Center: Exploring the Past, Present and Future — Anne Reid, Dr. Constance Longmire, Heather Adams, Denise Harrison and Jenna Bricker

4:45 - 5:00PM — QUIET STUDY AREA (FIRST FLOOR)
CLOSING — Denise A. Harrison, MA and Dr. Alfreda Brown, Vice President, the Office of Diversity, Equity and Inclusion

5:00 - 5:30PM — QUIET STUDY AREA (FIRST FLOOR)
BOOK SIGNING — Dr. Judith Wellman